Procurement Compliance Information

OCRRRA conducts its procurements to provide all vendors with an opportunity to compete fairly to maximize competition. New York State has enacted provisions in its State Finance Law, applicable to any contract over $15,000.00, that further promotes fair competition. This law now requires that all communications i.e. “contacts” with the Agency regarding this procurement, after the Request to Bid, Request for Proposals, or Request for Quotes go out, must be through a designated OCRRA Procurement Contact Person. Our Designated Procurement Contact Person is listed above. All contacts by potential vendors should be through the Designated Procurement Contact Person and NO ONE ELSE! All such contacts will be recorded by the Designated Procurement Contact Person and any responding information given to a potential vendor will also be shared with all potential vendors, so no one has a competitive advantage. As a potential vendor on this procurement, you will need to fill in the Permissible Contacts Affirmation form, attached, and submit it with your bid/proposal/quote. You will also need to fill in the other part of this two page form that advises OCRRRA of any Non-Responsibility Determinations under this law. If you fail to comply with the above Procurement contacts restrictions or you submit knowingly false, inaccurate or incomplete information, or you violate our OCRRRA Ethics Code, you may be found to be a “Non-Responsible” vendor. This can result in a rejection of your firm for contract award, a cancellation of the contract, if later discovered (the Contract will include a cancellation provision for such a contingency), and in the event of two such findings in a four year period, debarment from obtaining any further OCRRRA procurement contract for a period of four years from the time of the second violation.

Please be sure to familiarize yourself with these new legal provisions, fill out the attached forms, and contact only the Designated Procurement Contact Person during the procurement process. This will promote fair competition on this procurement and will not disqualify your firm from a potential OCRRRA contract award.